Construction Expert Report Presentation and Testimony
If you’ve ever watched a lawyer or police program on TV, you know the value of expert
testimonials in determining the outcome of a dispute. In a close legal debate, having one expert
witness testifying on your behalf can tip the scales of justice in your favor.
While the consequences of a construction project dispute may not be as weighty as the capital
crimes displayed in courtroom dramas, millions of dollars often hang in the balance. The
ramifications of a construction project dispute are too potentially severe to be left in the hands of
less than the best. That is precisely why you should place yourself in the hands of Construx
Solutions.

Construx Puts Indisputable Expertise on Your Side
The professionals at Construx are recognized as experts in their fields, covering all aspects of
the construction industry. We approach and analyze your dispute objectively, letting our
experience and knowledge guide our determinations.
Construx can provide any or all of the following expert witness services:
● Expert opinion report preparation
● Expert witness testimony
● Document production
● Discovery process support

Our Legal Consultants Help Build Your Strongest Possible Case
The Construx staff is also experienced in collaborating with attorneys on construction-related
disputes, and work in tandem to develop appropriate legal strategies, assist in decision-making,
and help determine the best plans for dispute litigation. In addition, we contribute the following
essential services:
● Construction/contract standards support
● Multimedia presentation design
● Prepare trial graphics and exhibits preparation

The Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing But the Truth
After we at Construx extract the information pertinent to your dispute, we compile our findings in
an opinion report. If necessary, we will also provide expert testimony to support our expert
report in a trial, deposition, arbitration or mediation forum. We gather the information on your
case with painstaking care and accuracy, using proven techniques, so our analysis will stand up
under even the most intensive examination or scrutiny.
In addition to providing expert reporting and/or testimony services to assist your team in the
dispensation of the dispute, Construx can assist your team in the discovery process and provide
consulting support during the proceeding(s). Our trial-tested methodologies and techniques
have proven invaluable during the course of thousands of negotiated and litigated matters.

Construx Asks All the Right Questions
Construx personnel are also experienced and skilled in the preparation of and response to
interrogatory questions. We have conducted and/or attended report production sessions across
the United States, and can help draft probing, relevant queries to elicit valuable testimony from
fact witnesses and expert witnesses from the opposing team.

With decades of accumulated construction industry experience at our disposal to gather and
present facts pertinent to your unique dispute, Construx is ready to testify on your behalf and
help put you on the winning side of your dispute.
Contact us today and judge the results for yourself.

